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the new simplexity collection 2 is a reflection of what we are seeing in the industry
today. it's an edgy collection of projects that push the limits of cutting-edge style,

while still remaining intuitive and easy to use even for beginners, says hebel. in our
projects, we're trying to push the boundaries of what's possible in a project and the
simplexity collection 2 presents a portfolio of powerful and effective projects that do

just that. we're looking forward to seeing what you come up with! projects.
simplexity projects are some of the most powerful and effective projects on the

planet. they are designed to inspire you and push the limits of cutting-edge style,
while remaining intuitive and easy to use even for beginners, says hebel. in addition

to the projects, we've included collections of 10 ready2go templates. these
collections feature a variety of ready2go templates, allowing you to get creative and

start your project right away, no need to build from scratch. the new simplexity
collection 1 is a reflection of what we are seeing in the industry today. it's an edgy
collection of projects that push the limits of cutting-edge style, while still remaining

intuitive and easy to use even for beginners, says hebel. in our projects, we're
trying to push the boundaries of what's possible in a project and the simplexity

collection 1 presents a portfolio of powerful and effective projects that do just that.
we're looking forward to seeing what you come up with! simplexity projects are
designed to provide the same sophisticated look in a simpler streamlined design
that may only contain two or three video and text segments. with the simplexity

product line, you can quickly and easily produce what you need for your production,
without the extra technical infrastructure that comes with heavier, more

complicated project files. in addition to the new simplexity projects and templates,
digital juice has added a new series of plug-ins and after effects extensions,
including the new simplexity designer plug-in for after effects and the new

simplexity text generator plug-in for after effects and premiere pro. both of these
new plug-ins provide a simple and easy-to-use interface for users to easily

customize a template without the need for after effects knowledge. simplexity
designer and text generator plug-ins are available as standalone products or as part

of the simplexity collect premium collection.
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manage collections juicer 3
also allows you to organise

your collection into
collections for easier viewing
and management. you can

even easily import
collections, create new

collections or delete ones
you no longer need. and

when you are ready, you can
easily export individual

projects to your hard drive to
play with. juicer 3 features a
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simple interface for ease of
use. reliability &

performance digital juice
shows no signs of slowing

down its product
development and the
simplexity project and

template collections are no
exception. it has recently

released the latest version of
its juicer 3 ae/premiere
pro/motion/vegas pro

software which has been
enhanced with new features.
juicer 3 has proven to be a
rock solid, reliable program,
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giving top-notch
performance while remaining

easy to use. the templates
were all designed by digital

juice in-house and are
available in after effects,

premiere pro, motion, final
cut pro and vegas pro.

manage projects the new
simplexity project and

template collections are a
welcome addition to the

simplexity range of products.
the templates can be

ordered individually or as a
collection. the simplexity
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templates offer a simple,
easy to use interface that
allows you to manage the

template projects as soon as
they are downloaded. the

collection contains projects
for after effects, premiere

pro, motion, final cut pro and
vegas pro. simplexity
templates digital juice

simplexity templates are
released in two main

collections: simplexity
templates after effects and

simplexity templates
premiere pro. both
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collections have a range of
modern projects and these

include video spots,
animated slideshows, motion

graphics, title sequences,
composition templates, web

banners, clean logos,
animated motion graphic

templates, etc. 5ec8ef588b
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